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The notes for Using
Be sure to read this before handling

  Piping
Blow out air supply lines before connection. Be careful so that foreign matter does not get mixed into the
piping.

  Air Supply
Using the compression air with dry via filter.

３．Hydraulic Fluid(ISO VG22 or 32 Standard mineral hydraulic fluid)
Change the hydraulic fluid case of mixed drain and substance in the hydraulic fluid and ancient and
discoloration. The hydraulic fluid used same oil that old and new.

４．Quantity of hydraulic fluid
There is the oil position level on side of gauge tank. Fill up oil inside the oil position level while use RUSH
BOOSTER.

５．Return speed adjustment of RUSH BOOSTER
Adjust the return speed of RUSH BOOSTER with the speed controller to become later than the return
speed of the oil actuators. The reason is because oil becomes the minus pressure, and it becomes the
cause of the outbreak of the air bubble, oil leak, and bad pressurization etc.

６．Air bleeding operation
Operate RUSH BOOSTER by lower air pressure of 0.2MPa degree, at the time of air bleeding operation.
If there is air bleeder bolt, do not loosen too much air bleeder bolt. In this case that it is a cause of air
contamination with oil and scattering of air bleeder bolt.
When air is still remained in the cylinder, white hydraulic oil comes out from the air bleeder bolt. In this case,
repeat the air-bleeding procedure until the oil becomes transparent.
If an oil leakage occurs in the inside of Rush Booster, slow the return speed than pressurization speed of
Rush Booster.

Using oil Standard mineral hydraulic fluid (ISO VG22 or 32)

Using air 0.15MPa  0.70MPa

Needing oil quantity Oil flow quantity + about 100cc

Example : RB 160 100 65
Oil flow quantity

In the case of RB 160 100 65, use with about less than 200cc.

CAUTION
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Before using

How to put in oil

Note for piping
Standard

Install the oil gauge before using Rush
Booster.

Supply the air to the returning side of RUSH

BOOSTER. Connect a high-pressure hose

between RUSH BOOSTER and oil actuators,

and remove the red cap of an oil gauge. Pour an

oil of proper quantity into an oil gauge, and a

booster is operated. Since oil decreases during

operation, please add oil. Pat the hose to

exclude the air in the hose. If the oil in an oil

gauge will not decrease, stop a RUSH

BOOSTER. Please extract air which loosened

the air bleeder bolt and is contained in inside

with state of the pressurization. After oiling, close

the air bleeder bolt and the cap completely.

RUSH BOOSTER

Oil gauge

Oil cap (Red)

Oil gauge

Air bleeder bolt

Slope

Degassing valve

Tee-Joint

When the Rush Booster is high
position than the oil cylinder.

When the Rush Booster is low
position than the oil cylinder.

When the piping is high position
than the Rush Booster and the
oil cylinder.

Degassing valve

Set the degassing valve on high position.

Set the degassing valve on high position.
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Model indication example

RB 100 x □ - 12

Rush Booster Pressure intensifying ratio

Tube bore size Oil capacity

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Wear
ring

Piston
packing O-ring Buck up

ring O-ring O-ring Y
packing

Rod
seal

Rod
seal

RB100×□－ 5 SWB-100 PSD-100 G-65 P-14 G-95 ISI
45,55,6 PS-45 ISI

45,55,6

RB100×□－12 SWB-100 PSD-100 G-50 P-14 G-95 IDI
28,41,10 PS-28 ISI

28,35.5,5

RB160×□－ 5 P-150 G-90 P-28 1517#36 ISI
70,80,6

ISI
70,80,6

ISI
70,80,6

RB160×□－16 SWB-160 P-150 G-75 P-14 1517#36 IDI
40,55,10 PS-40 ISI

40,50,6

RB160×□－28 SWB-160 P-150 G-55 P-14 1517#36 IDI
30,45,10 PS-30 ISI

30,40,6

RB160×□－65 SWB-160 P-150
G-55 GN911001

P-14 1517#36 IDI
20,33,10 PS-20 ISI

20,28,5P-42

RB160×□－100 P-150 P-42 GN910501 P-12 1517#36 IDI
16,26,8 PS-16 IDI

16,24,5
Quantity 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

Type

Because there are two kinds of the old and the new for No.3, 4 of RB160x -65,
please use the seal same as a type to exchange.

Seal
No.

Note Please be careful to the directions of the seal. (No.7, 8, 9)
Take a Rush Booster apart after taking off a tie-rod.

2-Short Tie Rod

2-Long Tie Rod

Oil gauge

⑦ ⑧ ⑨
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